
The properties of a time-modulated pseudo
random coded aperture with digital reconstruc
tion are compared with those of conventional
collimators used in gamma-ray imaging. The
theory of this coded aperture is given and the
signal-to-noise ratio in an element of the recon
structed image is shown to depend on the entire
source distribution. Experimental results with a
preliminary 4 X 4-cm pseudorandom coded
aperture and an Anger camera are presented.
These results include phantom and human thy
roid images and tomographic images of a rat
bone scan. The experimental realization of the
theoretical advantages of the time-modulated
coded aperture gives reason for continuing the
clinical implementation and further develop
ment of the method.

Application of coded apertures to gamma-ray im
aging in nuclear medicine is under active investi
gation by a number of research groups (1â€”14). In
coded aperture imaging, the conventional pinhole or
collimator is replaced by a lead plate with openings
arranged in a specific coded pattern. The image is
recorded in coded form and must be subsequently
decoded. The code is chosen to facilitate this recon
struction process. To date with a few exceptions,

most investigators have employed some form of a
Fresnel zone plate. Another type of coded aperture
in the form of a time-varying hole pattern based on
pseudorandom sequences of binary digits was first
applied to gamma-ray imaging by Knoll (15,16).
Related work including that employing stochastic
codes has been reported (17â€”20) . This paper de
scribes the theory of the time-modulated pseudo
random aperture and presents results obtained with

an Anger camera.
Coded apertures in general exhibit a number of

unique features which make them attractive for

gamma-ray imaging in nuclear medicine. In common
with the pinhole and converging-hole collimator
they permit magnification of the object so that de
tector resolution need not limit object resolution.

Contrary to the pinhole and converging collimator,
however, the field of view is not reduced to a point
as magnification is increased but rather approaches
the dimensions of the coded aperture as a limit.

Another property peculiar to images formed by
coded apertures is their insensitivity to detector non
uniformity and noise. The gains with respect to
detector noise or indeed any noise component not
modulated by the aperture may be realized because
coded apertures can subtend open solid angles that
are orders of magnitude greater than conventional
apertures. Detector uniformity is of less importance
since each point in the source distribution is recorded
as coded information over a large region of the de
tector and nonuniform response is averaged out.
These additional degrees of freedom pave the way
for innovations in detector design.

We will also show that a coded aperture is capable
of giving improved statistical information for a num
ber of nuclear medicine imaging situations. This
gain can be thought of as arising from improved
utilization of detector area and can be realized for
any source region that is more intense than the
average taken over the entire field of view. Tomog
raphy is an additional feature of coded apertures that
results from the fact that each source point is viewed
from many angles. Tomographic information is si
multaneously obtained for all possible source plane
depths without the need to move the detector.

Time modulation of the aperture code yields fur
ther advantages over stationary codes such as the
conventional Fresnel zone plate. These advantages
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stem from the fact that the point response function
for a stationary code depends on a spatial integral

over the recorded data. Both the scale factor and
the limits of the integration depend on the source
position. For the time-modulated code the point
response function depends on a time integration and
spatial limits and scale factors do not enter into the
problem. This difference manifests itself in the fol
lowing ways:

I . Source regions focus and defocus smoothly
with no coherent artifacts.

2. The source distribution may be recon
structed using a single detector element or

widely spaced detectors.
3. The resolution is uniform over the field of

view. Radiation incident at other than 90

deg on a zone plate, for instance, is prefer
entially blocked by the finer rings because
of the finite thickness of lead. For the time

modulated plate, the time average distribu
tion of the code over the plate is uniform
and this problem is avoided.

4. The mean transmission of the code may be
varied as a means for optimizing signal to
noise in the image.

5. The time-modulated aperture offers one a!
ternative to the off-axis zone plate and half
tone screen. The off-axis zone plate requires

about three times the detector resolution
compared with the time-modulated aperture
for a given object resolution. This means
the Anger camera cannot be used as a de

tector but one must use instead a film

screen combination with an attendant sacri
fice in detection efficiency.

In addition to the advantages offered by time
modulation are those that occur simply through
digital acquisition and data processing. Among these
advantages the following are significant: (A) no film
grain noise, (B) increased dynamic range, (C) im
proved signal to noise in the reconstructed image
compared with coherent optical processing, and (D)
readily available quantitative results.

In the sections that follow, the theoretical devel
opment of a time-modulated aperture for a single
detector is outlined and extended to a detector array.
Expressions are derived for signal to noise and its
dependence on the mean transmission of the code.
The performance of a time-modulated aperture and
Anger camera-computer combination is illustrated
and the results compared with an Anger camera
utilizing conventional apertures.

THEORY

The essential features of the time-modulated coded
aperture geometry are portrayed in Fig. 1 for a one

Source Point

(1)

under the condition that the transmittance fiuctua
tions of different regions of the code pattern are out
of phase with each other. In this work, the sequence
of code patterns fulfilling this requirement is ob
tamed by cyclically permuting certain pseudorandom
binary sequences which are characterized by peaked
autocorrelation functions with flat sidelobes (21,22).
The constant m in Eq. 1 is the sidelobe-to-peak ratio
which is approximately equal to the mean transmis
sion for long code sequences (see Appendix 1).

Figure 2 gives a pictorial rendition of the recon
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FIG. 1. Geometryinonedimensionfortime-modulatedcoded
aperture. Counting rate in detector array from one point in source
is shown for aperture in permutation depicted.

dimensional aperture and detector. The source
aperture and aperture-detector spacing are repre
sented by A and B, respectively. The aperture is
divided into L segments each of width w whose
gamma-ray transmittance is 1 or 0. A binary trans
mittance function is not necessary but yields im
proved signal to noise over a continuous distribution
of transmittance. The detector counting rate due to
a single point in the source is shown at the bottom
of the figure for the first aperture permutation.

The total measurement time is divided into L equal
intervals during which the counts in each detector

are recorded. At the end of each interval the code
pattern is changed and a new interval is begun. The

raw data is composed of the counts in the jth detector
during the @thtime interval, C1@,and the known trans
mittance of the ith aperture element during the vth
time interval, T1+

Singledetector.In Appendix 1 it is shownthat
the source strength viewed by the jt@@detector through
the jth region of the aperture is given by the corre
lation coefficient

L L
oh = x@ T1+@â€”m Z

v=1 v=1
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source activity within the field of view. This charac

teristic can be seen qualitatively from Fig. 2 and
Eq. 1; the single point source generates a uniform
background in the image which can only be sub
tracted on the average. The statistical noise in this
background will add to the uncertainty for all other
sources in the field of view. The magnitude of this
uncertainty is derived in Appendix 2 where it is

shown that for the single detector case, the square
of the relative standard deviation, S12,of the i@hsource
element is given by

02_L0@ @B L 1 2
@,I r(Lâ€”r) â€˜@

The length of the code sequence is L, r is the number
of open holes in the code sequence, and N1@@tis the
total number of counts from the@ source the de

tector would register through a completely open

aperture during the entire measurement. The influ
ence of all the other sources on the measurement of
the jth source element is contained in B@which is the
ratio of the total source strength in the field of
view excluding the jth source to the strength of the
itI@source:

(3)

j=1

Equation 2 holds for codes of arbitrary length, L.
For a given code length an optimum value of r may
be determined that will minimize the error associated
with the measurement of any specific source region
(i.e., for any given value of B1).

Table I gives some values for the optimum trans
mission, T = r,,,)1/L, obtained by evaluating the ex
pression for r,I)t in Appendix 2 for some limiting
values of B. For the case of a uniform field flood,
B1 = L â€”I , the optimum T is 1IL. This means that
the optimum code would contain only a single open
element. As the code is cyclically permuted, the sin

gle open element traverses the aperture and the op
timum coded aperture is nothing niore than a scan

ning pinhole. When B1 = 0, corresponding to an

FIG.2. Typicalpseudorandomcodeisshownat top.Contri
bution to apparent source strength in each direction is shown by
fan-shaped beams in A to D for time intervals 1, 3, 4, and 8.
Total image before subtraction of spatially constant term is shown
in E, the sum of A to D. Note peak in direction of point source.

struction process spelled out by Eq. 1. The illustrated
example is for a single detector, a point source, and
a binary sequence of length L = I 3. For this par
ticular sequence there are four open holes and m has
a value of Â¼. As previously described, counts, C@,
are recorded for each of these I 3 cyclic permutations
of the code sequence enumerated by v 1 - - - 13.
The subscript j is suppressed since only a single de
tector is considered, and the subscript i, denoting
source direction, runs from 0 to (L â€” 1 ). Counts

will be detected for only those permutations of the
code in which an open hole is interposed between
the source and detector, namely for ,â€=̃ I , 3, 4, and
8. For the i directions,the nonzerocontributionsto
the apparent source strengths from the first part of
Eq. 1 are shown in Fig. 2A to D. The sum is shown
in Fig. 2E. It is seen that, for the sum, the strength

is enhanced in the direction of the true source, and
all other directions are uniformly covered. A uni
form background of the correct size is subtracted

from all source strengths through the second part
of Eq. 1, leaving a peak in the direction of the source.

For a pseudorandom aperture, the statistical error
that accompanies the measurement of source in
tensity for an element of the image depends on all
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the coded aperture offers advantages only in the
measurement of sources more intense than the mean.
In many instances, however, parts of the cold region
lie far from the source distribution of interest. Thus
a priori information concerning the source permits
one to ignore these regions of increased noise.

A straightforward geometric argument gives the
transverse resolution for the coded aperture in the
limit of infinite detector resolution as

R=(1 +@)@
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FIG.3. Relativeimagingtimerequiredto obtaingivensta
tistical accuracy for intensity in uniformly filled regions of field.
Correct choice of mean transmission of code results in minimizing
imaging time for indicated source distributions. Five cases ranging
from full field flood to point source are shown.

isolated point source, the optimum T is I , meaning
that best statistical information is obtained by merely
counting the point source. If its position is to be de

termined, at least one element must remain closed

and the optimum aperture is a scanning point ab
sorber (i.e., an inverse pinhole). When B1 is greater
than (L â€” 1 ), signifying that the jtl) source is weaker

than the average of all other sources, an optimum
cannot be found for physical values ofT. Under these
conditions, minimum error is obtained with the scan
ning pinhole.

Additional insight into the efficiency question can
be obtained by examining the case of a distribution
of uniformly intense sources filling various fractions
of the field of view of the single detector element.

The unfilled fraction contains no activity. If the rela
tive imaging time required to obtain a given statistical

accuracy for the intensity of the filled fraction of the

field is plotted as a function of the average code trans
mission,@ the nature of the optimum in T is clan
fled. Figure 3 shows such a plot for various filled
fractions of the field of view and an assumed code

length of 100 elements. As discussed previously, for
a full field flood, the best that can be done is T = I %
which is the case of the scanning pinhole. If half the
resolution elements are filled, a 40% reduction in

time can be achieved with an average transmission
of 10% . The curves are characterized by a rather
broad minimum and near optimum conditions can be
obtained for the illustrated cases by selecting codes
with@ = \/ L, or 10% in this instance. Such a
choice adds only 5% to the imaging time for the full

field flood. It must be pointed out, however, that the
measurement of zero activity in the cold fraction of
the field is made with reduced statistical accuracy so

(4)

where w is the width of an aperture element. This
resolution is the same as that for a pinhole of diam
eter w. The actual resolution is sensitive to the spe
cific method used to back-project the correlation
strength. Also to Eq. 4 must be added the effect of
detector resolution, R1 yielding

R@2=R2+(@R1)

AVERAGEFILTER TRANSMISSION(PERCENT)

(5)

if the two contributions are assumed to add in quad

rature. As with a pinhole the contribution from de

tector resolution becomes small for A ( < B.
Monte Carlo computer simulations for simple geo

metric cases were carried out and confirmed the pre

dictions of the theoretical model ( 15) . Resolution

was shown to be that of a pinhole with diameter
equal to the aperture-element diameter and general
trends in the statistical noise as a function of the

transmittance of the code were demonstrated to be
as previously described.

Multielement detectors. Extension of the discus
sion to multielement detectors such as the Anger
camera is facilitated by the fact that the information
in the various detector resolution elements is inde

pendent. The composite image may be considered
as a linear sum of properly scaled and shifted images
from each of these detector elements.

The total field of view for the coded aperture and
multielement detector is composed of all the mdi
vidual fields of view and is illustrated in the upper

left of Fig. 4. For comparison, the fields of view for
the pinhole, parallel-hole, and converging collimators
are also shown. One sees that the coded aperture has
a significantly larger field of view than the pinhole
for small source-to-aperture distances and a larger

field of view than any of the collimators for large
distances.

Neglecting solid angle, the coded aperture sensi
tivity is uniform across the field of view until the

detector begins to be obscured by the edge of the
aperture. At this point the sensitivity starts decreasing
in direct proportion to the decrease in effective de

tector area. For a square detector and aperture the
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Since the resultant image is a linear superposition
of statistically independent images from each of the
participating detectors, the noise will combine in
quadrature sum. The noise in each of the component
images depends on the source distribution in the
field of view of each of the detector elements. How
ever, the number of detectors contributing to the
reconstruction of the image element decreases for
elements near the edge of the field. Therefore, as one
approaches the edge of the field of view the signal
to noise in general deteriorates compared with the
signal to noise in the region of uniform field of view.

When there are many detector elements, the pseu
dorandom coded aperture has tomographic capabili
ties. This tomography is demonstrated for a point
source in Fig. 6. The correlation strengths projected
back have the uniform background subtracted so
each detector projects a fan-shaped beam only in
the direction of the source. The contributions from

\ @@S444@_@CODEDAPERTURE
@ @â€” PINHOLE

@ . Ii i i I

I II

Pinhole

I 00
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@4O
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0 I 2 3 4
HALF FIELD WIDTH (cm)

(7) FIG.5. Comparisonof calculatedrelativefield uniformity
across center of field for 3.6-mm diam pinhole and 4 X 4-cm
coded aperture with 3.6-mm diam elements. Calculation was done
for untapered holes in 2-mm thick lead assuming no penetration.
Sharp cutoff in pinhole corresponds to edge of detector. Uniformity
of coded aperture responseis limited by small size of experimental
aperture. B 15.7 cm.

A

Detector
Array

FIG.6. Whenmultielementdetectorisusedwithcodedaper
ture, tomographic reconstruction is possible as illustrated for point
source. Strongest peak occurs at actual depth of source.
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FIG.4. Comparisonof fieldofviewforcodedaperture,pin
hole, parallel-hole, and converging collimators.For coded aperture,
there is reduced field of view over which sensitivity is uniform.
Total field for coded aperture is larger than that of any of other
systems.

uniform field is also a square. The width of the square
is F,,* and is given by:

F@=(1+@)W_@D. (6)

W is the length of a side of the aperture and D is
the length of a side of the detector. A and B are the
source-aperture and aperture-detector distance as be
fore. The total field of view for the same geometry
is a square of width F@where

I A\ AF@=@1 +@)W+ @D.

In most practical situations, the variation of open
solid angle across the field of view modifies the uni
formity of response. This is particularly true when
the aperture plate has thickness approaching or ex
ceeding the diameter of the individual holes. This
problem assumes additional importance when one
attempts to place the source as close as possible to
the plate in order to achieve improved counting rates
and resolution. Figure 5 shows plots of response cal
culated for a pinhole and for the 4 X 4-cm experi
mental aperture described later. The responses are
normalized to 100% and are shown for a source
plane with A = 1 and 3 cm assuming a plate thick
ness of 2 mm. The uniformity is improved in both
cases and much improved with the smaller A for the
coded aperture compared with the pinhole.

* if W is smaller than D, there is a distance, A@, at which

F@= 0. At distances larger than A@,in this case, the signs
of the two terms in Eq. 6 must be reversed. This reflects
a transition from a detector-limited to aperture-limited imag
ing system.
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(8)

where R is the lateral resolution and D is the detec
tor diameter. A change in depth of Df/2 on either
side of the focal plane will double the apparent width
of a point source if D@< < A. The depth of field is
reduced as the aperture-to-source distance, A, de
creases, or the detector diameter increases, since the
source element is looked at from a larger range of
angles. The effects of finite plate thickness and solid
angle are not included.

Figure 6 also illustrates a problem encountered in
the tomographic response of this system. As the point
source defocuses, the centroid of information respon
sible for the image follows a path that intersects
either the center of the aperture or the center of the
detector region that views the source. This causes
an apparent shift in the size and position of sources
as they are defocused. It turns out that if the total
field F@is imaged over the same number of elements
for each depth, the location of a feature in the 3 â€”D
source will not change with depth. This method does
require that the calibration (mm/image element)
changes between tomograms. The actual length of

* Again, for distances greater than A@, 2(A + B)/D

change to 2A/W.

FIG.7. Photographof codedlead
plate used to obtain results in this paper.
Plate slides to provide time modulation of
code pattern as illustrated in Fig. 8.

each detector coincide at the depth of the source and
defocus at other depths.

The shape of the point spread function in the
longitudinal direction is complex and obviously de
pends on the shape chosen for the back-projected
beam and the angle subtended by the aperture and
detector. The depth of field on axis for perfect camera
resolution is given approximately by: *

â€” (A+B)Df2 R

in-focus features can still be measured, however, by
the use of the calibration appropriate for the given
depth.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Gamma-ray images have been obtained with the
prototype time-modulated aperture pictured in Fig. 7
using an Anger camera detector. The lead code plate
is 2 mm thick and holes are 3.6 mm in diameter. The
binary sequence on the illustrated plate is 121 dc
ments long with 40 open holes, giving values of 40
and 13 for r and q, respectively. The sequence is
repeated 1 1 times in the 11 rows. Each row, how
ever, has the sequence cyclically shifted I I elements
from the preceding row. A 3.9-cm square aperture
beneath the code plate defines an 11 X 11 area. As
the code plate is translated, each of the 121 regions
describes the entire binary sequence with a phase
that differs from all of the other regions. This prop
erty is more clearly illustrated in Fig. 8 which shows
three successive frames for a hypothetical 9-element

code plate.
Data acquisition and processing are accomplished

with an MDS data collection system based on a
NOVA 1200 series computer. Each of the 121 64 X
64 element data frames is written sequentially on a
disk for poststudy processing. Image reconstruction
is performed in two steps.

In the first step, the matrix of correlation coeffi
cients is calculated:

121

Qsj= I C@@(T1+@â€”m)
v= 1

(9)

where Qij is the correlation of the jt@@detector with
the ith aperture and@ is the detected counts for
the jth detector in the @thtime interval. An inscribed
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hole images use the full detector area while the coded
aperture images are reconstructed with only 2/ir of
the detector area because of limitations in computer
core memory size.

Frame # I Figure 9 compares the image quality of the coded

aperture with the pinhole in the case of good count
ing statistics and under the conditions that the object

is well within the field of view for both apertures.
The photographs were taken under identical condi
tions of intensity and contrast and there was no back
ground subtraction. The coded aperture image accu
rately reproduces the intensity profile but shows
decreased resolution and some slight structure com
pared with the pinhole image. This departure from
the result predicted by simple theory is probably
caused by several factors including lack of interpola
tion in the reconstruction algorithm and spatial dis
tortion in the Anger camera. The relative importance
of these effects has not yet been determined. The
coded aperture image has been corrected for field

nonuniformity since different source regions are

viewed by different numbers of detector elements.
Figure 10 compares the pinhole and coded aper

tures for the case of poor counting statistics. The

thyroid phantom was filled with 23 @Ciof 99mTc and
positioned 9.3 cm from the aperture which was in

turn I 6.4 cm from the detector. Imaging time was
I 20 sec in each case. Although both images are very
noisy, the coded aperture image demonstrates better

signal to noise than the pinhole image. A quantita
tive estimate of this improvement is indicated below
the images where the mean and relative standard
deviation over small regions are shown. The mean
for the hot and cold spot differs from 1.0 and 0,
respectively, because of finite resolution. The values

shown are sensitive to the location and size of the

regions and so are subject to some error. Care was
taken to keep the images to the same scale and to
avoid any smoothing so that the comparison between
the pinhole and coded aperture was fair. Improve

One-Dimensional Code

@*r@
@@i@ii@:{Iff1I@L@f@f!

@@@IfI1@[

Frame #2

Frame #3
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I 23456789

1MovcbleCodePlate

FIG.8. Hypothetical9-elementcodeandcodeplatecon-structedfromit.Leaddefiningapertureselectsvarious3X3-
element patterns as plate is indexed to left. First three out of nine
frames or time intervals are shown. Note that all positions inside@@ aperturefollowthroughcodeinorder,butoutofphasewithall
other positions (e.g., lower right: 9, 1, 2 . . . ).

square in the circular detector field is digitized into
a 46 X 46-element array so the subscript j assumes
values 1 through 2,1 16. The subscript i ranges from
0 to 120 and enumerates the different aperture re
gions. Calculation of the 256,036 elements in the

correlation matrix 0 takes 10 mm. These elements
are calculated in blocks of 5,566 and stored on disk.

In the second step, a tomographic slice of the
image is formed from a linear combination of the
previously calculated correlation coefficients:

â€˜k@ @IjkOh
I,j

where Ik is the intensity of the ktI@image element.
The coefficients a@j@have values between 0 and 1 and
serve to select only those aperture-detector pairs that
contribute to the kth image element. For example, in
Fig. 6, for the image element containing the source,
only 02,1 and 0:1,2would be combined. In general,
most a'S are 0; nonzero values less than I can pro
vide for interpolation of a given 0 among several
image elements. The summation over j expresses the
superposition of the appropriately shifted and scaled

images from the 2,1 16 different detectors. The proc
ess requires I 0 mm of computing time for each tomo
graphic slice.

In most of the images that follow, the coded aper
ture image is compared with a stationary pinhole

image taken with identical source-aperture-detector

spacing. The pinhole employed is simply one of the

holes in the code plate with all of the others being

blocked. This insures comparison at equal theoretical
resolution. It should also be pointed out that the pin

FIG.9. Comparisonof codedapertureto pinholeforgood
counting statistics with Picker thyroid phantom. Source: 1 mCi
osmTc time: 6 mm, A 99 cm, and B 22 cm. Coded aperture
shows slight reduction in resolution and beginnings of unwanted
structure resulting in part from lack of interpolation in reconstruc
tion algorithm.
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above the background while the coded aperture

image is only slightly degraded. No background sub
traction is employed in these images and the hot
region on the right lobe is surface contamination of
the phantom. The noise immunity demonstrated in
these images shows that good images may be ob
tamed in spite of detector noise and that consider
able penetration of the aperture plate can be toler
ated. The importance of the latter is that relatively
thin plates with small diameter holes can be utilized
to obtain good image resolution for the higher-energy
isotopes.

As previously discussed, the coded aperture gives
55 tomographic images when many detector elements

Â±22% are employed. Examples of the tomographic response

are shown in Fig. 12. Two-centimeter high numerals
made from capillary tubing were filled with 9omTc
and positioned 1, 2, and 3 cm from the aperture plate
which was in turn 21 cm from the detector face.
Again, the pinhole image is given for reference.
There is no background subtraction. In addition to
demonstrating tomography with smooth defocusing,
this picture also shows the preservation of the size
of the object and illustrates the increased field of
view for the coded aperture especially when the
desire for high resolution dictates small ratios of
A/B. In this case the â€œ2â€•is almost entirely missing
from the pinhole picture yet is imaged in its entirety
by the coded aperture.

Some of these same features are again illustrated
in Fig. 13 which shows two tomographic bone im
ages of a young rat taken with the coded aperture and
compares them with the equivalent pinhole and with

.77
Â±29%

Pinhole Coded Aperture

FIG. 10. Comparisonof codedapertureto pinholefor poor
counting statistics. Both images are noisy but coded aperture image
displays more uniformity. Below, intensity and relative standard
deviation are shown for small regions in image. Although these
values depend somewhaton region location, they consistentlyshow
higher signal to noise with coded aperture.

FIG. 11. Comparisonof codedapertureto pinholewithsimu
lated detector noise. A 9.9 cm and B = 22 cm. Advantage of
coded aperture in this situation is dramatic. Hot region on right
lobe of phantom is external contamination.

3 CM

T@4

â€¢3?i 2CM

, CM

1?

ment over the entire image is consistent with the fact
that the image strength, even in the low activity areas
shown, is higher than the average in the total field
of view. The coded aperture image displays increased
noise in the image field surrounding the phantom
where the image strength is below the mean.

Comparison of the pinhole and coded aperture
performance in the case of noise unmodulated by the
aperture is shown in Fig. I 1. Here the 100-PCi thy
roid phantom is imaged for 2 mm in the presence of
a second source located between the aperture and the
detector. This noise source simulates detector noise,
background from poor shielding, or even gamma
rays which penetrate the aperture plate. The noise
counting rate in this case was 45,000 cpm compared
with a signal rate of I 0,200 cpm for the pinhole. The

coded aperture signal rate was about 20,000 cpm.
The pinhole image in Fig. I I is barely discernible

FIG. 12. Illustrationoftomographywithcodedaperture.Three
numerals, situated at depths differing by 1 cm, appear in focus
when image is reconstructed at their respective depths. In other
planes they are smoothly defocused. Note also difference in field
of view for coded aperture.
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given in Fig. 14 where a 6-mm image of a normal
thyroid with A = 6.4 cm is shown. The image taken
with an equivalent pinhole was similar as tomo
graphic effects were not great in this case. The
tomography should be improved upon construction

of a smaller plate holder which will allow placement
of the neck adjacent to the plate. It is hoped that the
coded aperture will be particularly effective in the
case of patients suspected of having small hot nod
ules. The present plate would be used with either the
standard dose of O9mTcor perhaps with 1251.

DISCUSSION

We have attempted to describe the basic theory
of a time-modulated coded aperture and to illustrate
some of its imaging characteristics as compared, in
most cases, with a stationary pinhole. The pinhole
was used for comparison because it has a similar
dependence of resolution on geometry and because
it was experimentally convenient. Other apertures
may be indirectly compared by the pinhole. Features
such as magnification, increased field of view, and
tomography are offered by conventional collimators
or apertures but not all at once. Efficiency optimiza
tion and insensitivity to detector noise and to detector
nonuniformity are characteristics restricted to coded
apertures. The advantages are not obtained without
accompanying disadvantages, however, and the ulti
mate fate of coded aperture imaging in nuclear mcdi
cmne depends on the extent to which the disadvantages
can be minimized and the advantages exploited.

Considerable early interest in coded apertures was
generated by the ability to use a much greater frac
tion of gamma rays to form the image and the poten
tial for reducing statistical noise as a result. We have
shown that, for the methods outlined here, a gain in
statistical accuracy is only obtained for source regions
more intense than the source intensity averaged over
the full field of view. Furthermore, this gain is real
ized at the expense of added noise in source regions
below the mean. When these regions lie mainly out
side the region of interest, then a net gain is realized.

@0
FIG. 14. Codedapertureimage(6 mm)of normalthyroidin

human patient. A 6.44 cm, B 22.3 cm, and dose 2 mCi
gemTcpertechnetate.

3.0 CM

4.2 CM

@ ...*0
e

FIG. 13. Comparisonofcodedaperturewithpinholeandhigh
resolution parallel-hole collimator in case of rat bone scan. Imag
ing time was 5 mm for each system. Pinhole image would be
somewhat improved with solid-angle correction, although this car
rection is different for different depths. Good tomographic resolution
of rib cage outline and other features is shown with coded aper
ture.

the Searle Radiographics high-resolution parallel
hole collimator. Imaging was done 2@A hr after ad
ministering 150 @@Ciof n9mTc@labeled diphosphonate.
For both the pinhole and coded aperture images the
ventral surface of the rat was 2 cm from the aperture,
and the aperture-detector distance was 15.7 cm. The
rat was positioned at the face of the high-resolution
collimator. In each instance the imaging time was
S mm. In these images no background subtraction
was employed but the bladder activity was permitted
to saturate the film in order to bring out the lower
activity regions of the image. The 8-cm field of view
in the tomogram for A = 3 cm extends from the
base of the skull to the bladder. The shoulder and
elbow joints in the forelegs are well visualized and
the heads of the right tibia and femur are resolved.
The rib cage is distinct and there is a hint of the
kidneys. At 4.2 cm the vertebral column is more
sharply defined and the other structure is blurred.
Some structure appears in this image which again
arises from lack of interpolation in the reconstruction
program. The image from the high-resolution colli

mator provides a greater field of view but does not
have equivalent resolution while the pinhole image
resolves part of the rib cage outline from the vertebral
column but has a much reduced field of view.

The coded aperture has also been used for human
thyroid imaging with pertechnetate. An example is
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In a sense,this gain stemsfrom the fact that we have
a priori knowledge about the source distribution that
allows us to ignore this noise. It is clear that the best

gains in statistical precision will be realized when

imaging small hot objects in relatively cold back
grounds. However, large diffuse source distributions
may also be recorded with approximately the same
statistical error as with conventional techniques.

From a practical standpoint, problems arise be
cause of the need to decode the image. These are

predominantly cost- and time-related problems with
engineering solutions. For example, the small size

of the aperture used in these experiments, which lim
ited the field of view at interesting resolutions, was
determined largely by the desire to perform the data
processing on an existing clinical minicomputer. It

should certainly be possible to employ improved

reconstruction algorithms in combination with avail
able hardwired accessories to generate images in close
to realtime with an attendant reduction in data stor
age requirements. Alternative codes and various
analog reconstruction schemes are also amenable to
fast decoding so that it is likely that image recon
struction will not prove to be a fundamental problem.

More work is needed to implement fast decoding
and to solve some of the difficulties encountered in
filling the image array. At the present time a number

of special purpose apertures are under construction
that will permit evaluation of the technique for solv

ing specific human and animal imaging problems. We
are optimistic that some form of coded aperture im
aging will be found clinically useful and usable.

APPENDIX 1. RECONSTRUCTION BY

CORRELATIONâ€”SINGLE DETECTOR

Consider the geometry of Fig. 1 . We wish to show

that for an appropriate sequence of code patterns it
is possible to reconstruct the projected source dis
tribution with the information recorded by one of
the illustrated detector elements. The total measure
ment time is divided into L intervals enumerated by
the subscript v; v = I . . . L. Define the following:

N1@= The number of gamma rays emitted

per unit solid angle from the @thsource
element in the@ time interval.

T1+@= The gamma-ray transmission of the jth
aperture element during the v@ time
interval. We will be considering se
quences of 1â€˜sand 0's that will be cycli
cally permuted by one step for each

time interval. The ith aperture element
will therefore trace out this transmis
sion sequence as a function of v.

C1@= The number of photons detected that
pass through the@ aperture element
during the @thtime interval assuming a

unit solid angle detector. Note for the
single detector case that the@ aperture
element defines only one region in the
source so that the single subscript i
may be used unambiguously for both
source and aperture elements.

N1tot v=1 N1@,the total number of gamma

rays emitted by the jth source per unit
solid angle during the entire measure
ment.

â€” Ntot

N1 = â€”i:----â€t̃he average number of gamma

rays emitted by the @thsource per time
interval.

L
C@= I C1@,the number of gamma rays de

(=1

tected from all sources during the@
time interval.

L

@tot@ C@, the total number of gamma
p=1

rays detected over all intervals.

We note that counts detected from the jth source
are equal to the number emitted per unit solid angle
times the aperture element transmission,

C1@= N1@@ (1-1)

We have, as yet, said nothing concerning the re
quirements to be placed on the aperture transmission

as a function of position and time, T1+ @.We will show
that it is sufficient to employ a binary sequence of
length L that is characterized by a peaked cyclic auto
correlation function with flat wings or sidelobes. This
property is written

L rif8=0,L,2L---

â€˜I'o=@ T@T1 +o q for all other 6@@ -2)

where the subscripts on T are evaluated modulo L.
The peak height of the autocorrelation is r and the
height of the sidelobe is q. The peak height is seen to
be equal to the number of 1â€˜sin the sequence and is
related to q and L by

r 1
q/r=@1=m. (1-3)

The ratio, m, is seen to approach the average trans
mission, T = r/L for r and L > > 1.

We first evaluate the correlation between the de
tected counts and the kth aperture transmittance;

L
Pk=@ CVTV+k (1-4)

and from 1-1 and the definition of C@

Also:

v=1
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Now defineL L
Pk= Z@ NIVTI+VTV+k. (1-5)

v=h h=1

Dividing the sum into i = k and i@ k parts and re

versing the order of summation yields

L L
Pk=@ @:NhvTi+vTv+k

h@&k v=1

172k The variance in the ktl@ source strength,

Nk.

rr2v The variance in the number of counts

during the@ time interval, C@.

1 L I
@T@k@ ( TV+k@ cr2v. (2-2)

(râ€”q)2vi\ rJ

= (r â€”@ â€” @)Pk + (@)2Ctht].

Substituting:

L

Pk=q @:NV+rNk
v@/k

I LXI I
02_I â€˜I @VLv ___ â€˜5â€˜@kâ€”I .â€˜,=â€”

Lr(r â€”q) ,@=iNk r(r â€”q) Nk

r(râ€”l)
qâ€” Lâ€”1

If we assume that the statistical error of each count
(1-6@ C@is independent,we may evaluate the expected

I variance in Nk as:

1
L

+@ NkvTk+vTk+v.
v=1

Replacing N1@and NkV by their average values, sum
ming over v, and using Eq. 1-2 gives:

We now define

(1-7) But sinceeach recordedcount C, is a Poissonvan
able:

Using (2-3 ) and the fact that T2v+k = TV+k:

@T@k (r_q)2[@@@(l _@)TV+kcV

+ (@)2 v=1Cv]

L

Pk=q I Nh+rNk.
Iy@k

L
Qk@Pkâ€”q @: N1

1=1

L _ L

Qk=q @:NI-+-rNkâ€”q I N1
1@k 1=1

Ok=(râ€”q)Nk.

(2-3)

(1-8)

Thus we see that Qk is proportional to the average
source strength, Nk, which is the desired result. The
term which was subtracted from Pk to obtain this
result,

L@ Ct0t/L L
q I N1=q=-=q /T =m@ C@ (1-9)

1=1 T r1@ v=1

is seen to be a constant average background directly
proportional to the mean counting rate per time in
terval from all sources, C, and inversely proportional
to the mean transmission of the code sequence, T.

APPENDIX 2. SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO

SINGLE DETECTOR

We have shown in Appendix 1 that Ok is propor
tional to the source strength in the case of a single
detector. In the multidetector development the pro

portionality constant was dropped as unnecessary.

Here, we solve explicitly for the strength estimate and
then develop an equation for the error in that

strength estimate. Finally, we minimize the error with
respect to the mean transmittance of the code T.

From ( 1-8) we solve for the strength estimate of
the kt@@source element:

Nk=(r_q)Ok

or (2-1)

Nk=(r_q) v@1 CV[TV+k_@].

L

Ctht=r@ N@
v= 1

and combining sums gives the variance of the kt@@
source strength:

L@ (2-4)1721(=_ q@ N@+
(r â€”q)r v==1 r(r â€”q)

The square of the relative standard deviation of the
ktI source strength is:

52 @2k

Therefore,

If we further substitute:

L
D _@ N@

J-'k v@1k@

1@

Nk@Â°@L Nk
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â€”

Even though a variable T across the aperture is im
plied by this source-dependent optimization, a con
stant value equal to

T

will yield near minimum error for nearly all source
distributions where no single source element domi
nates the total.
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S2 _1L(r@@@@l)B L] 1
k_L@j@) k+@] N;thi.

tion of the ktht source strength that we sought.

Choosing an optimum for the average transmit
tance @;involves minimizing the error given in Eq.

(2-5) with respect to r. This optimum will, in gen

eral, differ for various source regions through the
influence of the source-strength-ratio term B1. The
result is:

â€” Lâ€”BI1(BI(Lâ€” l)\h/2

(r()P@)h â€”@ â€” I
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